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Biological allometries, such as the scaling of metabolism to mass, are hypothesized

to result from natural selection to maximize how vascular networks fill space yet

minimize internal transport distances and resistance to blood flow. Metabolic scaling

theory argues two guiding principles—conservation of fluid flow and space-filling fractal

distributions—describe a diversity of biological networks and predict how the geometry

of these networks influences organismal metabolism. Yet, mostly absent from past efforts

are studies that directly, and independently, measure metabolic rate from respiration and

vascular architecture for the same organ, organism, or tissue. Lack of these measures

may lead to inconsistent results and conclusions about metabolism, growth, and

allometric scaling. We present simultaneous and consistent measurements of metabolic

scaling exponents from clinical images of lung cancer, serving as a first-of-its-kind test

of metabolic scaling theory, and identifying potential quantitative imaging biomarkers

indicative of tumor growth. We analyze data for 535 clinical PET-CT scans of patients

with non-small cell lung carcinoma to establish the presence of metabolic scaling

between tumor metabolism and tumor volume. Furthermore, we use computer vision

and mathematical modeling to examine predictions of metabolic scaling based on the

branching geometry of the tumor-supplying blood vessel networks in a subset of 56

patients diagnosed with stage II-IV lung cancer. Examination of the scaling of maximum

standard uptake value with metabolic tumor volume, and metabolic tumor volume with

gross tumor volume, yield metabolic scaling exponents of 0.64 (0.20) and 0.70 (0.17),

respectively. We compare these to the value of 0.85 (0.06) derived from the geometric

scaling of the tumor-supplying vasculature. These results: (1) inform energetic models of

growth and development for tumor forecasting; (2) identify imaging biomarkers in vascular

geometry related to blood volume and flow; and (3) highlight unique opportunities to

develop and test the metabolic scaling theory of ecology in tumors transitioning from

avascular to vascular geometries.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Since Max Kleiber’s finding of the remarkable biological pattern
that organismal basal metabolic rate, B, scales with body mass,
M, as B ∝ M3/4, scientists have worked to both understand
and extend the phenomenon of metabolic scaling (Kleiber, 1932).
Applications of metabolic scaling have permeated the biological
sciences, spanning evolutionary and cellular biology (DeLong
et al., 2010), predator-prey interactions at both the individual
level (Pawar et al., 2012; Hatton et al., 2015) and at the trophic
level (Brose et al., 2006), fish reproduction energetics (Barneche
et al., 2018), forest structure, demography, and dynamics
(Enquist et al., 2009; West et al., 2009), and species distribution
modeling (Harte and Newman, 2014). Explanations for the
origins of metabolic scaling in individual vascular organisms
are numerous, and all center around functional optimization
of a hierarchically branching vascular network that distributes
and delivers resources throughout the body (West et al., 1997;
Turcotte et al., 1998; Bejan, 2001; Banavar et al., 2010). The
phenomenon of metabolic scaling has been studied through
measurements of metabolism at either the whole organism level
(Schmidt-Nielsen, 1984; Mori et al., 2010), or with predictions of
metabolism rooted in vascular theory (Bentley et al., 2013; Lau
et al., 2019; Brummer et al., 2021).

Surprisingly, we could not find a single study that examines
metabolism from both of these perspectives for the same tissue,
organ, or organism (Price et al., 2012). Furthermore, proposed
theories that purport to explain the origins of metabolic scaling
in vascular organisms fail to explain why the pattern persists
in avascular organisms. To address these issues, we present
simultaneous measurements of metabolic scaling in tumors
derived from uptake of metabolic radio-tracers and of the
vasculature that comprises and surrounds the tumors. Recent
efforts to improve and expedite cancer diagnosis, treatment
planning, and tracking responses have producedmedical imaging
and computer vision technologies that offer a unique lens with
which to study metabolic scaling, particularly within tissues that
have undergone the avascular-to-vascular transition. We show
that insight from metabolic scaling theory can be leveraged
to derive vascular-based biomarkers of cancer, potentially
introducing an ensemble of biomarkers indicative of tumor
growth and the distribution and flow of blood.

Radiological images of non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC)
are predominately analyzed from medical imaging as solid
volumes of tissue absent of surrounding vessels (Gevaert et al.,
2012; Aerts et al., 2014; Zhou et al., 2018; Ardila et al., 2019).
Yet, when viewed at an enhanced scale, these volumes are seen
to be entirely embedded in, and sometimes partially composed
of, networks of vascular tissue that are distinguishable from
surrounding healthy tissues (Figure 1) (Jain, 2005; Rao et al.,
2016; Wang et al., 2017; Alilou et al., 2018). The radiomics
paradigm of personalized medicine uses artificial intelligence
and machine learning algorithms to detect and classify NSCLCs,
and to track individual response to intervention and treatment.
This approach requires large and accurate datasets of all possible
biological features, or biomarkers, associated with disease
(Lambin et al., 2017). The current practice within radiomics

restricts the space of possible features to statistical measures
regarding tumor volume, shape, and intensity variation—the
latter being directly indicative of metabolism. This approach
necessitates the existence of solid masses in order to facilitate
detection, thus setting a fundamental limit on early detection
(Pashayan and Pharoah, 2020). As a way to support existing
metrics and to provide a more comprehensive view of the
tumor environment, we propose a way forward that leverages the
connectivity of the vessels that compose and surround an NSCLC
and that incorporates results and insights from theory on tumor
metabolism and growth. (West et al., 2001; Guiot et al., 2003,
2006; Herman et al., 2011; Milotti et al., 2013; Ribeiro et al., 2017;
Pérez-García et al., 2020).

Established theory predicts average empirical branching
properties at the whole-network level by minimizing energy to
pump and distribute blood and ensuring that vessels efficiently
reach and feed all cells. However, there exists wide variation
around predictions for these average properties. Variation in
measures of vessel branching, connectivity, and scaling have
been shown to serve as biomarkers of disease (Yao et al.,
2011; Huang et al., 2018; Pandey et al., 2018; Apte et al.,
2019). Furthermore, there exist competing theories relating organ
and organismal growth and metabolism to vascular branching
patterns—relationships that result from the optimization of
fluid transport and resource distribution (West et al., 1997;
Zamir, 2006; Savage et al., 2008; Huo and Kassab, 2009a,b;
Banavar et al., 2010; Dodds, 2010). Extensions of these
theories predict the growth trajectories of tumors, incorporating
the angiogenic transition from avascular, diffusion-dominated
growth to vascularized growth that often precedes metastasis
(West et al., 2001; Guiot et al., 2003, 2006; Herman et al., 2011;
Milotti et al., 2013; Ribeiro et al., 2017; Pérez-García et al.,
2020). Yet, no rigorous application of these theories has been
conducted to examine energetic measures of metabolic scaling
in tumors to the underlying vasculature supplying tumor growth
and maintenance. We analyze clinical human NSCLC X-ray
images to identify the vascular branching features most prevalent
with NSCLC presence. We then map these vascular patterns to
variation in the metabolic scaling of tumors as measured from
metabolic imaging techniques of nuclear medicine.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. PET-CT Imaging
As tumors undergo rapid cellular proliferation they subsequently
have higher metabolic demands. The deregulated uptake of
glucose to sustain growth and maintenance in tumors can
be observed with the nuclear imaging technique of positron
emission tomography (PET). The radioactive tracer [18F]fluro-
2-deoxyglucose (18F-FDG) is utilized to measure glucose uptake
in tumors in clinical settings. The standard uptake values (SUV)
of glucose uptake are measured as SUV = r/(a′/w), where r is
the concentration of radioactivity (measured in kiloBecquerels
per milliliter, kBq/mL) detected, a′ is the radioactivity of the full
volume of injected radio-tracer (kBq) adjusted for radioactive
decay since injection, and w is the weight of the patient (g).
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FIGURE 1 | Co-registered PET-CT images (A) and sample skeletonization of pulmonary vasculature with tumor (B). (C) Regression on maximum standard uptake

value (SUVmax ) and metabolic tumor volume (MTV ) for all data compiled (black solid line), divided into the histological categories of adenocarcinoma (ADC) and

squamous cell carcinoma (SCC). Regressions demonstrate a significant scaling relationship between SUVmax and MTV with scaling exponents approximately equal to

0.71 (Table 1). **Indicates p < 0.005. Bold symbols represent data with accompanying clinical imaging used in vascular analyses, whereas transparent symbols

represent data collected without original clinical imaging. Data was truncated at MTV ≈ 4cm3 to avoid errors from the partial volume effect.
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Importantly, implicit assumptions are made that tissue imaged
has a density of 1 g/mL, and that, aside from the more highly
metabolic tissues of the brain, liver, and tumors, the radio-tracer
injected is uniformly distributed throughout the body. Thus,
an SUV of 1 can be loosely interpreted as normal (Kinahan
and Fletcher, 2010). Due to the potential for variation between
individuals, imaging machines and imaging protocols, SUV
measures are presently used as a qualitative biomarker for disease
to examine relative metabolic demand.

Advances in medical imaging technology allow for the
simultaneous use of PET and X-ray computerized tomographic
(PET-CT) imaging to extract overlapping images of tissue
metabolism and soft-to-hard tissue presence. When coupled
with computer vision software, collections of two-dimensional
image “slices” can be reconstructed into three-dimensional
volumes from which spatial patterns can be extracted for
disease diagnostics. These technologies are not without
crucial limitations. The two-dimensional image slices have
a finite resolution and thickness, and consequently errors
can occur when examining structures near these resolution-
thickness limits. These errors are broadly categorized as
partial-volume effects (PVE), and require careful consideration
(Soret et al., 2007).

In order to introduce typical imaging metrics, it is important
to first consider any volume or region of interest (ROI) as being
subdivided into a collection of N cubes, or voxels, of uniform
volume. These voxel volumes are determined by the image slice
thickness and resolution. Importantly, CT imaging maps the
spatial distribution of biologic structures, while PET imaging
maps the metabolic uptake of those structures. Any given ROI
will have a total volume V as determined from CT imaging as
the sum of each voxel volume vi within that large volume. Each
voxel volume has its own corresponding SUV measure, SUVi,
determined from PET imaging. Conventional tumor evaluation
involves measuring the following: total, or gross tumor volume
(GTV) as the sum of all voxel volumes vi that comprise the tumor
as observed strictly from CT imaging. Metabolic tumor volume
(MTV) is the sum of all voxel volumes vi that comprise the tumor
with a corresponding SUVi exceeding a conventional threshold
of 2.5. Total lesion activity (TLA) is the summed product of
voxel volume and SUVi, or TLA =

∑

i SUVivi. Tumor size is a
common clinical metric determined from semi-major and semi-
minor tumor diameters. Finally, various summary statistics for
SUV may be computed over a whole ROI, such as maximum,
SUVmax, median, SUVmed, mean, SUVmean, or over a temporal
range, such as peak SUVpeak (Bailey et al., 2005; Valk et al., 2006).
In radiomics studies, this small collection of metrics quickly
runs into the hundreds, as many metrics are analyzed as spatial
distributions with many accompanying statistical features.

2.2. Establishment of Metabolic Scaling
In this work we compiled data from four separate studies of PET-
CT imaging of NSCLC patients (Furumoto et al., 2018; Mattonen
et al., 2019; Chardin et al., 2020; Pérez-García et al., 2020). These
studies consisted of pre-treatment PET-CT scans for 535 patients,
of which 401 were adenocarcinoma and 134 were squamous cell
carcinoma. Imaging acquisition and patient information for each

study can be found in the original publications. The metrics we
chose to focus onwere SUVmax as ameasure ofmetabolism,MTV
as a measure of glucose consuming tumor volume, and GTV as a
measure of total tumor volume that includes glucose consuming
tissue in addition to all other tumor tissues (e.g., metabolically
active but glucose inactive tissues, and necrotic tissues). SUVmax

was chosen over other SUV features as it is less susceptible to
variation in delineation of the tumor ROI.

Measures of maximum standard uptake value (SUVmax)
and metabolic tumor volume (MTV) were graphed on a log-
log scale to identify the existence of a scaling relationship
between these variables (Figure 1). In addition to regressing
on the whole dataset, these data were also categorized by
the histological classifications of adenocarcinoma (ADC) and
squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) to allow for possible variations
in metabolic scaling due to tumor heterogeneity. Standard major
axis regressions were performed as interest is primarily on the
regression slope, and the axes of variation have fundamentally
different units. Of the data collected, a subset have the original
PET-CT imaging available on The Cancer Imaging Archive
(Clark et al., 2013; Prior et al., 2013). For this subset of data,
log-log graphs were analyzed to investigate scaling between
SUVmax and MTV as well as MTV and gross tumor volume
(GTV) (Figure 2). Regression statistics are located in Table 1. To
account for the partial volume effect associated with small voxel
thresholding in PET imaging, we analyzed the data by imposing
a hard threshold on tumors less than 4cm3 in volume. Tumors
smaller than this volume are known to exhibit greater than 10%
error on measurements of SUVmax from PET imaging due to the
partial volume effect (Soret et al., 2007; Kinahan et al., 2009).
After filtering for the partial volume effect, left for analysis were
207 ADC and 109 SCC data points.

2.3. Segmentation of CT Images for
Vascular Measurement
This data is part of the Radiogenomics dataset from Gevaert
et al. (2012) and Zhou et al. (2018) and consists of CT scans
of 211 NSCLC patients with manual annotations delineating
tumor boundaries and PET-CT imaging available for 150 of these
patients. We selected patients with clinical staging of II or greater
to ensure tumors were sufficiently large enough for identifiable
vasculature. Within this group we examined vasculature where
pulmonary vessels could be easily identified as supplying tumors
with blood, resulting in 56 patients.

Image processing prior to segmentation is crucial for
expediency and accuracy. To extract only lung interior regions of
interest, we implemented the watershed technique (Shojaii et al.,
2005; D’Sa et al., 2019) with a black top-hat transform for re-
inclusion of juxtapleural nodes and near-hilar vessels (Singadkar
et al., 2018). This routine is followed by contrast limited adaptive
histogram equalization (CLAHE) (Jin et al., 2001) and iterated
global thresholding (Samet and Yildirim, 2016) to enhance the
signal to noise ratio (Figure 3).

Segmentation of vasculature is accomplished using the open-
source software Angicart, developed by the Savage Lab at UCLA
(Newberry et al., 2015; Brummer et al., 2021). Angicart software
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FIGURE 2 | Regressions for maximum standard uptake value (SUVmax) vs. metabolic tumor volume (MTV ) (A) and MTV vs. gross tumor volume (GTV ) (B). Data is

divided by the histological classifications of adenocarcinoma (ADC) and squamous cell carcinoma (SCC). Black solid lines represent regressions on whole datasets.

Summaries of regressions are presented in Table 1. *Indicates p < 0.05, and ** indicates p < 0.005. Standard major axis regression shows that both methods result

in significant and consistent measurements of metabolic scaling exponents.

TABLE 1 | Estimates of metabolic scaling exponents.

Metabolic scaling exponent measurements (θ )

Histology SUV/MTVmeta SUV/MTVsubset MTV/GTVsubset Vascular est.

Adenocarcinoma 0.73 ± 0.09** 0.63 ± 0.23* 0.73 ± 0.21** 0.85 ± 0.03

Squamous cell carcinoma 0.59 ± 0.10** 0.69 ± 0.54 0.62 ± 0.37* 0.87 ± 0.02

Combined 0.71 ± 0.07** 0.64 ± 0.20* 0.70 ± 0.17** 0.85 ± 0.06

Significance of regression based exponents are indicated with asterisks, where * indicates p < 0.05, and ** indicates p < 0.005. Sample sizes are: meta-analysis dataset

NADC = 207,NSCC = 109; subset analysis NADC = 27,NSCC = 10; vascular-based estimates NADC = 54,NSCC = 20. Note that the vascular estimates do not have p-values as

they were calculated directly from vascular data as opposed to regression data. Also, all regressions performed were standard major axis regressions to accommodate differences in

axes’ units as well as the emphasis being on the value of the regression slope (Newberry et al., 2015).

reconstructs digital representations of vascular networks from
medical images of any modality. The segmentation routine uses
a spherical-growth algorithm to map the vascular network. It
is a fully automated software (as defined in Myatt et al., 2012)
that only requires vessels of interest to be brighter on a grayscale
than surrounding tissues. Angicart output consists of vessel
radii, lengths, branching angles, connectivity, and centerline
coordinates. Angicart results have been published for: µCT
mouse lung data, human thoracic CT scans, and pulmonary
vasculature (Newberry et al., 2015; Tekin et al., 2016; Brummer
et al., 2021).

2.3.1. Errors From the Segmentation and

Skeletonization Procedures
Three types of errors in the data acquisition process consisted
of: (1) individual vessels disconnected from vascular trees,

(2) nonvascular tissue misidentified as vascular trees (3)
misidentification of vascular tree roots.

The segmentation procedure can produce disconnected
individual artifacts that Angicart automatically identifies as
singular vessels. As the framework of metabolic scaling theory
relies on vascular networks, such artifacts are simply filtered from
the resulting skeletonization. Similarly, certain non-vascular
tissues that pass the segmentation procedure may result in
erroneous vascular trees. Common examples of such errors are
non-vascular tissues in the hilar and sternal regions of the lungs.
These errors are easily identified and removed manually.

Finally, misidentification of vascular tree roots occurs due
to programming in Angicart intended to identify roots based
on vessel radius, an assumption based on models of healthy
vascular networks. This assumption does not hold in this
study however as pulmonary vascular networks embedded with
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tumors are known to have vessels with unusually large diameters
within the boundary of the tumor (Wang et al., 2017). Thus,
to identify vascular tree roots, we calculated the geometric
centroid of all vessel coordinates for each half of the lungs in
an effort to approximate the location of the hilar vessel roots.
Vascular tree roots were then identified as those nearest to the
centroid position.

2.4. Modeling Vascular Data
Metabolic scaling theory is a first principles model linking
biologic scaling phenomena to hierarchically branching resource
distribution networks. It was initially proposed as a model for
Kleiber’s law—the scaling of organismal metabolism, B, with
body mass, m, expressed as B = B0m

θ (Kleiber, 1932; West
et al., 1997). It has since been applied to a myriad of systems
spanning plant metabolism, forest demography, city scaling, and
organismal growth and development (Enquist et al., 1998; West
et al., 1999, 2001; Bettencourt et al., 2007). Importantly, both
theoretical and empirical studies have demonstrated allometric
relationships based on vascular branching within many different
organs and tissue types, spanning heart, lungs, cerebral arterial
trees, muscle tissue, and the torso (Majumdar et al., 2005;
Huo and Kassab, 2009a; Wright et al., 2013). Despite apparent
differences in absolute metrics such as blood pressure, flow
resistance, and vessel number-density, a crucial component of
vascular branching from the perspective of biological allometries
is that they provide scale-free metrics of different organs and
tissues. Thus, the combination of scale-dependent and organ-
specific metrics (e.g., diameter, length, and pressure at the initial
and terminal generations) and scale-free metrics (e.g., ratios of
vessel diameters and lengths) can provide functional information
related to biologic rates, namely metabolism. Here we summarize
the pertinent variables used to describe vascular branching in
metabolic scaling theory, the mechanistic constraints that predict
values for these variables, and how metabolic scaling theory can
be applied to investigate PET-CT imaging data for NSCLC. For
further background, see (West et al., 2001; Savage et al., 2008;
Herman et al., 2011; Brummer et al., 2017, 2021).

2.4.1. Branching Variables
Metabolic scaling theory idealizes vascular trees as having
cylindrically shaped, pipe-like branching architectures
(Figure 4A). Here, the fundamental units are individual
bifurcations consisting of a parent vessel that divides into two
child vessels. Any vessel can be parameterized by its radius, r,
length, l, and branching generation, j, the latter of which takes the
value j = 0 at the root and j = N for an N generational network.
We next define the following asymmetric scale factors: the
average and difference radial scale factors β̄ = (rj,µ + rj,ν)/(2rj−1)
and1β = (lj,µ− lj,ν)/(2lj−1), and the average and difference length
scale factors γ̄ = (lj,µ + lj,ν)/(2lj−1) and 1γ = |lj,µ − lj,ν |/(2lj−1).

These four scale factors can be constrained through two
optimizations that: (1) maximize the number of capillaries
per unit volume of tissue and (2) minimize the resistance to
fluid flow. Here we outline the conceptual arguments for these
constraints at the single bifurcation level. Maximizing capillaries
per unit volume is done by modeling the system as a space-filling

fractal (Mandelbrot, 1982; Barnsley, 2012). In the context of
vascular branching systems, this can be demonstrated through an
iterative process (Savage et al., 2008). To supply blood to the NN
terminal vessels in generationN, each comprising a blood volume
of vN , the NN−1 vessels of the preceding generation N − 1 must
have a matching volume of blood across all vessels, each with a
blood volume of vN−1. Iterating this argument across multiple
generations results in the expression that NNvN = NN−1vN−1 =

. . . = N0v0. To apply this argument at the level of a single
bifurcation, we approximate the blood service volumes by the
vessel lengths, vN ∝ l3N , allow for asymmetric branching, and
express this iterative argument instead by considering first a
generic parent service volume in generation j − 1 that supplies
all child vessels distal to it, yielding lj−1 = (l3j,µ + l3j,ν)

1/3.

Writing this expression in terms of the asymmetric branching
scale factors yields,

1 = (γ̄ + 1γ )3 + (γ̄ − 1γ )3 (1)

Minimizing the resistance to fluid flow results in two separate
constraints depending on whether the flow is pulsatile—with
resistance Zj ∝ 1/r2j —or laminar—with resistance Zj ∝ l/r4j . In

pulsatile flow, reflections can occur as pulses cross a bifurcation.
Thus, impedance matching across a given bifurcation minimizes
reflections and results in,

1 = (β̄ + 1β)2 + (β̄ − 1β)2 (2)

Of note, Equation (2) preserves the cross-sectional area from a
parent vessel to its child vessels, which results in a constant blood
flow rate across the bifurcation. For laminar flow, resistance due
to friction is minimized, which results in,

1 = (β̄ + 1β)3 + (β̄ − 1β)3 (3)

In Equation (3) the cross-sectional area increases from a parent
vessel to its child vessels, which subsequently slows the rate of
blood flow across the bifurcation. We note that Equation (3) is
a variation on the canonical Murray’s Law (Murray, 1926), only
here the vessels radii have been expressed in terms of the radial
branching scale factors β̄ and 1β .

We also examined the Horton-Strahler length scale factor, γHS,
a measure of length scaling that originates from an alternative
generational labeling scheme first proposed in (Horton, 1945;
Strahler, 1957) and examined in greater detail in (Yekutieli and
Mandelbrot, 1994; Turcotte et al., 1998; Eloy et al., 2017). This
scheme starts with labeling all identified terminal tips as the
starting generation N = 1, and, working upstream toward the
root vessel, advances the generation index only when two equally
labeled vessels merge, as shown in Figure 4B. After labeling,
vessels are redefined by their Horton-Strahler index such that a
“new” vessel does not “begin” unless the Horton-Strahler index
has changed. This relabeling between canonical generation (CG)
labeling and Horton-Strahler (HS) labeling is demonstrated in
Figures 4C,D. In Figure 4E, we compare distributions of the
symmetrically defined length scale factor fromCG labeling γCG =
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FIGURE 3 | Segmentation procedure for CT scans. (a) Initial image. (b) Lung boundary markers determined using watershed. (c) Mask with boundaries re-included

by black top-hat transform. (d) Segmented image. (e) Contrast enhanced image with adaptive mesh (red) overlaid for limited equalization (CLAHE). (f) Final image after

enhancement and de-noising via thresholding. Examples of pixel brightness histograms prior to enhancement (g), after enhancement (h), and with a de-noising filter

(i). (j) Left lung vessel skeletonization output from Angicart following steps described previously. Vessels are colored by canonical generation labeling (see Figure 4).

TABLE 2 | Summaries of vessel network properties.

Metric
Tissue supplied by vessel tree

Sym. MST pred.

ADC SCC Healthy tissue

Number of generations 3.58 ± 0.08 4.02 ± 0.07 5.23 ± 0.16 N

Number of terminal tips 13.84 ± 0.99 14.62 ± 0.44 49.11 ± 4.50 2N

Root length (mm) 18.72 ± 1.26 18.41 ± 0.90 17.59 ± 1.17 l0

Root radius (mm) 1.23 ± 0.03 1.15 ± 0.02 1.12 ± 0.03 r0

Root volume (mm3) 91.84 ± 6.52 70.31 ± 3.33 71.86 ± 5.28 r20 l0

Tip length (mm) 10.26 ± 0.89 9.55 ± 0.77 11.28 ± 0.87 lN = γ̄ N l0

Tip radius (mm) 0.98 ± 0.02 0.97 ± 0.02 0.78 ± 0.01 rN = β̄Nr0

Tip volume (mm3 ) 31.40 ± 2.79 29.13 ± 2.50 22.35 ± 2.11 r2N lN

Average radial scale factor 0.85 ± 0.02 0.85 ± 0.02 0.75 ± 0.01 β̄ ≈ 0.71

Difference radial scale factor -0.06 ± 0.01 -0.06 ± 0.01 -0.06 ± 0.01 1β = 0

Average length scale factor 1.59 ± 0.22 1.72 ± 0.25 1.73 ± 0.24 γ̄ ≈ 0.79

Difference length scale factor 0.45 ± 0.06 0.49 ± 0.06 0.44 ± 0.06 1γ = 0

Horton-Strahler length scale factor 0.65 ± 0.11 0.73 ± 0.32 0.48 ± 0.07 γHS ≈ 0.79

Volumetric scale factor 2.41 ± 0.36 2.52 ± 0.34 2.05 ± 0.27 ν ≈ 0.79

Measurements are for the vascular networks supplying either adenocarcinomas (ADC), squamous cell carcinomas (SCC), or healthy tissue. These measurements are compared to

predictions from the symmetric metabolic scaling theory, in which all sibling vessels are identical (1β = 1γ = 0). Reported values are geometric means with associated standard errors.

lj/lj−1, which ignores sibling branch variation, to the length scale
factor from HS labeling γHS = lHS,j/lHS,j−1.

Measurements of the branching scale factors, β̄ , γ̄ ,1β ,
and 1γ , were made for all segmented pulmonary vessels.
Additionally, the following branching network metrics were
collected: number of generations and number of terminal vessels
across all identified vascular networks; root-vessel length, radius,
and volume; terminal vessel length, radius, and volume. Two

additional metrics that were collected were the Horton-Strahler
length scale factor and the volumetric scale factor. Summary
statistics for vascular network metrics collected are presented
in Table 2. The volumetric scale factor represents the scaling
of blood volume across a bifurcation, and is defined as ν =

2β̄2γ̄ + 4β̄1β1γ + 2γ̄ 1β2. This metric is informative for
examining how vascular based estimates ofmetabolic scaling vary
with network size.
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FIGURE 4 | (A) Canonical generation (CG) labeling for asymmetric bifurcation demonstrates how vessel endpoints are determined by presence of bifurcation.

(B) Horton-Strahler (HS) labeling demonstrating how vessel endpoints are determined by changes in HS label. (C) Example vessel network color coded by different

(Continued)
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FIGURE 4 | vessels labeled according CG method. (D) Same network as in (C), now color coded by difference vessels defined according to HS labeling.

(E) Histogram of length-scale factors calculated using CG labeling (red) or HS labeling (blue). Importantly, metabolic scaling theory predicts that vessel lengths branch

according to lDj−1 = lDj,µ + lDj,ν , where D represents the fractal dimension and should be equivalent to the Euclidean dimension of the space being filled. Estimates of the

fractal dimension using HS labeling fall within the expected range of D ∈ [2, 3], compared to the non-intuitive value of D = −2.47 for CG labeling.

2.4.2. Measurement Procedures
To examine patterns and variations in vascular branching
features between vessels that supply tumor tissue and those
that supply healthy tissue, vessels first had to be categorized
into these two different groups. To identify vessels directly
responsible for supplying tumors, we identified all vessels from
the Angicart segmentation output that intersected with the
manual annotation of the tumor boundary. Next, all parent
vessels to those intersecting the tumor boundary were added to
the group of tumor supplying vessels. This process was iterated
until reaching the vessel root for any given pulmonary vessel
network. For multiple examples of tumor supplying vessels
identified in this manner, see Figure 5. Importantly, some vessels
that comprised these tumor supplying vessel subnetworks had
either sibling or child vessels that did not service the tumor. These
vessels were treated as part of the collection of vessels supplying
healthy tissue.

We used a kernel density estimator (KDE)method to compare
vascular branching scale factor distributions between tumor
supplying and non-tumor supplying networks as reported in
(Brummer et al., 2021). This approach can be interpreted as
a multidimensional extension of the univariate Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test (KS-test) (Duong et al., 2012). We compared two-
dimensional distributions for the constrained scale factor pairs
of (β̄ ,1β) and (γ̄ ,1γ ), shown in Figure 6. The local KDE test
identifies contours within the compared data that are uniquely
responsible for driving differentiation between compared groups
above a user defined threshold. This threshold has a natural
translation into the conventional p-value of hypothesis testing
(Duong, 2013). We chose to search for regions corresponding to
the conventional p-value of 0.05, presented in Figure 6C. This
technique is akin to layer-wise relevance propagation in deep
learning algorithms (Montavon et al., 2019).

2.5. Metabolic Scaling From Vascular
Measurements
By treating total metabolism of the supplied tissue as the sum of
the metabolism of every terminal unit (e.g., cells and capillaries),
Btot = BcapNcap, and examining the total volume, Vtot , of the
vascular network that supplies the volume of cells, one can exactly
express the metabolic scaling exponent, θ , as,

θ =

{

ln(2N )
ln(2N )+ln(1−νN+1)−ln(νN (1−ν))

for ν 6= 1
ln(2N )

ln((N+1)2N )−N ln(ν)
for ν ≈ 1

(4)

where N represents the total number of generations within the
network and ν represents the scaling of blood volume across a
bifurcation and is equal to ν = 2β̄2γ̄ + 4β̄1β1γ + 2γ̄ 1β2.
The piecewise definition of Equation (4) is required due to
the asymptotic limit when ν ≈ 1, or when the combined

volume of two child branches is equal to that of their parent
branch. Two important assumptions underlying Equation (4)
are that the network is strictly bifurcating (two child vessels for
every parent vessel) and that the degree of asymmetry in the
network does not result in significant self-pruning of vessels at
high generations. This second assumption has the interpretation
that the number of vessels N generations distal from a given
parent vessel is approximately 2N . For detailed analyses of
self-pruning in asymmetric pulmonary vascular networks see
(Majumdar et al., 2005). An important conceptual interpretation
of Equation (4), and metabolic scaling theory in general, is that it
links the geometric distribution and delivery of blood supply to a
given volume of metabolizing tissue.

To calculate metabolic scaling exponents for vascular trees
using Equation (4), distributions of volumetric scale factors ν

were first calculated for all bifurcations within the network.
Geometric means for these distributions in ν were calculated
to identify the average scaling of volume within each vascular
tree. Estimates for the number of branching generations, N,
within each vascular tree were determined from the number of
terminal vessels, Ntips within each tree using the expression N =

log(Ntips)/ log(2). As this expression produces non-integer values
for the number of generations,N was then rounded to the nearest
integer. Examination of how the rounding of N influences final
estimates of θ demonstrated no significant change.

2.6. Metabolic and Gross Tumor Volume
Scaling
An important prediction of metabolic scaling theory is a
power-law relationship between the metabolic tumor volume
(MTV) and the gross tumor volume (GTV) that incorporates
the metabolic scaling exponent (θ). The full derivation of
this formula incorporates aspects of oxygen diffusion, vessel
recruitment, and vascular branching arguments, and it can be
found in the Supplementary Material. We present here the
results of that argument,

MTV = V0(GTV)
2
3θ (5)

where V0 is a normalization constant. The 2/3 exponent reflects
the fact that the metabolically active region of the tumor is
an exterior shell, and thus a Euclidean surface-area-to-volume
scaling occurs between this region and the total tumor volume.
Equation (5) provides an important method to extract metabolic
scaling exponents from PET-CT imaging, as the metabolically
active tumor volume (MTV) is measured with both PET and CT
modalities, while the gross tumor volume (GTV) is measured
only with the CT modality. This is in addition to the scaling of
maximum standard uptake value to metabolic tumor volume,
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FIGURE 5 | Examples of tumors, the pulmonary vasculature in which they are embedded and supplied by, and remaining pulmonary vasculature of the lungs. Tumors

are the rounded shapes colored in gray, and vessels are cylindrical shapes colored according to HS generation labeling. Tumor-supplying vasculature is drawn in

full-color with zero transparency, while healthy-tissue supplying vasculature are drawn in color but with partial transparency.

given as

SUVmax = W0(MTV)θ (6)

where W0 is a normalization constant. Both of Equations (5)
and (6) are used to examine PET-CT data collected for this
study, shown in Figures 1, 2. Having dual measurements for the
metabolic scaling exponent at the whole-tumor level gives added
support when comparing these measurements against vascular
based estimates using Equation (4).

3. RESULTS

3.1. Allometric Regressions
Examination of PET-CT imaging data shows clear allometric
trends in Figures 1, 2. For the larger dataset, we found that
estimates of metabolic scaling exponents, θ , based on SUVmax ∝

MTVθ are θ = 0.71 ± 0.07, with histologically specific values
of θ = 0.73 ± 0.09 for adenocarcinomas (ADCs) and θ =

0.59 ± 0.10 for squamous cell carcinomas (SCCs) (see Table 1).
These measurements are consistent with those from the subset
of the PET-CT data from which vascular segmentations were
examined. However, variation in SUVmax is large enough that,
with the smaller sample size for this latter subset, estimates
for the metabolic scaling exponent θ are found to be less-
significant for ADC and the combined data, and non-significant
for SCCs. Estimates of θ based on the scaling of metabolic
tumor volume and gross tumor volume, as in Equation (5), were

found to be significant for both ADC (θ = 0.73 ± 0.21), SCC
(θ = 0.62 ± 0.37), and the combined groups (θ = 0.70 ±

0.17). This finding indicates a potential robustness in image-
based metabolic biomarkers that are distributed over the tumor
volume, as opposed to those that are derived from the single
brightest voxel.

3.2. Scale Factor Analysis
Scale factor analysis demonstrated significant differences
between vasculature that supplies tumors and that which
supplies healthy lung tissue. In Figure 6A, the joint distributions
of the radial scale factors (β̄ ,1β) for healthy-tissue supplying
vasculature can be seen to adhere well to the area preservation
constraint of Equation (2), particularly in the presence of
asymmetry (1β 6= 0). Whereas the tumor supplying
vasculature tends to exhibit area increasing radial scaling.
This is supported by the average scale factor values for β̄

presented in Table 2, where β̄ = 0.85 ± 0.02 for both ADC
and SCC tumor vasculature, and β̄ = 0.75 ± 0.01 for healthy-
tissue vasculature. This is reinforced by the local KDE test
in Figure 6B. Here the distinguishing regions of the different
vessel category distributions are those corresponding precisely
to area-preservation scaling for healthy tissue, and extreme
area increasing scaling for the tumor vasculature. These
differences have important physiological consequences related
to fluid flow rates and blood volume supply that we explore in
the Discussion.
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FIGURE 6 | Comparison of branching scale factors between tumor-supplying vessels (blue) and healthy tissue-supplying vessels (red). (A) Joint and marginal

distributions for radial scale factors. White dashed lines correspond to predicted constraint equations for cubic, area-increasing scaling, Equation (3), (top line) and

square, area-preserving scaling, Equation (2), (bottom line). Note that both categories of vessel groups closely follow area-preserving scaling, yet variation in the

tumor-supplying vessel groups trend toward area-increasing scaling. (B) Significance contours identifying regions in the radial scale factor feature space responsible

for differentiation. Unlike the radial scale factors, length scale factors (C) defined using canonical generation labeling do not result in significant differentiation between

vessel groups.

Unlike the radial scale factors, no significant differences
were observed between the tumor supplying and healthy tissue
supplying vasculature in the average and difference length scale
factor feature space (γ̄ ,1γ ), as seen in Figure 6C and Table 2.
However, upon relabeling vessels using the Horton-Strahler

topology, and remeasuring lengths and the Horton-Strahler
length scale factor γHS, we found significant differences between
the healthy vessel and tumor vessel populations (Figure 4).
Specifically, we found that healthy vessels had an HS length scale
factor of γHS = 0.48 ± 0.07, while ADC HS length scale factors
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averaged γHS = 0.65±0.11 and SCCs averaged γHS = 0.73±0.32.
Theory does not presently exist to rigorously translate Horton-
Strahler length scale factors into fractal dimensions of scaling.
However, assuming that the fractal dimension can still be defined
under the conventional manner as D = − log(2)/ log(γHS), then
one can still calculate the fractal dimension for a bifurcating
system. In this case, the fractal dimension for the healthy tissue
vasculature usingHorton-Strahler labeling isD = 0.94, for ADCs
is D = 1.61 and for SCCs is D = 2.20.

In addition to the conventional branching scale factors related
to length and radius, we also analyzed the volumetric scale
factor, ν, the ratio of the volume of both child branches to the
volume of the parent branch across a bifurcation. Expressed
in terms of the radial and length average and difference scale
factors, ν = 2β̄2γ̄ + 4β̄1β1γ + 2γ̄ 1β2. We measured
distributions of ν for every bifurcation across all vessel categories.
We found significant differences in volumetric scaling between
the two tumor categories of ADC and SCC and the healthy tissue
supplying vasculature. Specifically, we measured the average
volumetric scale factor for healthy tissue vasculature was ν =

2.05 ± 0.27, where for ADCs ν = 2.41 ± 0.36 and for SCCs
ν = 2.52 ± 0.34. This pronounced difference in the volume of
blood supplied by the vasculature is due in part to the observed
difference in radial scaling, and has important consequences for
metabolic scaling given the dependence on ν in Equation (4).

3.3. Vascular Based Estimates of Metabolic
Scaling
Evaluation of Equation (4) to estimate metabolic scaling
exponents from vascular branching resulted in average values
for ADCs of θ = 0.85 ± 0.03 and for SCCs θ = 0.87 ±

0.02 (see Table 1). These values are within the 95% confidence
intervals of the PET-CT imaging based estimates using the scaling
of metabolic tumor volume (MTV) to gross tumor volume
(GTV) from Equation (5). Importantly, the consistency of these
two, simultaneous measurements marks a first-of-its-kind test of
metabolic scaling theory.

Further analysis of the vascular based estimates of the
metabolic scaling exponents is shown in Figure 7, where the
dependence of the metabolic scaling exponent on volumetric
scaling and total network generation is presented, with results
for vasculature supplying ADCs, SCCs, and healthy lung tissue.
We find that the tumors and healthy tissues cluster separately
within the feature space of metabolic scaling exponent, θ ,
number of network generations, N, and volumetric scale factor,
ν. Specifically, the ADCs have values of N = 3.58 ± 0.08 and
ν = 2.41 ± 0.36, the SCCs have values of N = 4.03 ± 0.07
and ν = 2.52 ± 0.34, and the healthy tissue vascular networks
have values of N = 5.23 ± 0.16 and ν = 2.05 ± 0.27. These
and other measured network values are reported in Table 2.
The differences in the number of branching generations and
volumetric scaling exist despite the fact that the tumors and
healthy tissue vessel networks result in the same average values
for the metabolic scaling exponent. This result serves to reinforce
the potential value of vascular scale factors as imaging biomarkers
for tumors.

4. DISCUSSION

In this work we demonstrate the potential for clinical cancer
imaging to serve as a novel test of metabolic scaling theory. The
nuclear and structural imaging modalities of positron emission
tomography and X-ray computed tomography (PET-CT) provide
a unique lens with which to examine metabolic scaling theory,
with non-small cell lung cancer tumors serving as a model
subject. We report several key findings as a result of this
work, and summarize and discuss their implications. (i) We
have conducted a first-of-its-kind simultaneous measurement of
metabolic scaling. We utilize PET imaging to measure tumor
glucose uptake as an estimate of metabolism via Equations (5)
and (6), and CT imaging to measure the tumor-supplying
vasculature that leads to vascular-based estimates of metabolic
scaling via Equation (4). We report consistent measurements
between these two approaches, a result that serves to validate the
metabolic scaling theory of ecology. Furthermore, we highlight
how growth models rooted in energetic partitioning connect
these morphologic changes in tumor-supplying vasculature
to tumor growth trajectories. (ii) We measure tumor-specific
metabolic scaling exponents based on morphologic changes
to the geometric scaling of the tumor-supplying vasculature.
These structural changes in vascular scaling may serve as future
imaging biomarkers to aid in disease detection, diagnosis, and
stratification. (iii) We emphasize the opportunity for cancer to
serve as a model subject to probe metabolic scaling theory at the
onset of vascular development through the examination of small
avascular tumors that transition to large vascularized tumors. (iv)
Finally, we close by discussing several extensions and limitations
of the work presented.

4.1. Simultaneous Measurements and
Tumor Growth Trajectories
4.1.1. Simultaneous Measurements
Since the original inception of metabolic scaling theory in (West
et al., 1997), simultaneous measurements of metabolic scaling
have been elusive. However, these measurements are crucial
for identifying strengths and weaknesses in the methods and
theory of metabolic scaling, and for refining our understanding
of metabolic scaling as a phenomenon (Price et al., 2012).

Our work presents a new and complementary perspective
to the field of cancer biology which has recently seen a surge
of interest in the scaling of tumor metabolism to tumor mass.
Here, metabolic scaling is used as a quantitative framework for
understanding the de-regulated growth of tumors facilitated by
aerobic glycolysis, also known as the Warburg effect (Warburg,
1956; Vander Heiden et al., 2009). In these differing schools
of thought, variation in metabolic scaling can be attributed to:
variation in turnover rates from proliferative to necrotic states,
resulting in transitions from linear to sub-linear scaling as in
(Milotti et al., 2013); cell migration and competition as a driver
of tumor subpopulations evolving from single to heterogenous
states, resulting in transitions from sub-linear to super-linear
scaling as in (Pérez-García et al., 2020); or sudden increases
in oxygen supply levels as a result of angiogenesis, resulting
in momentary accelerations in tumor growth and temporary
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FIGURE 7 | Vascular based estimates of metabolic scaling exponents as a function of volumetric scale factor for tumor supplying vessel networks (adenocarcinoma in

green and squamous cell carcinoma in orange) and healthy tissue supplying vessel networks (gray). The direction of increasing network size, as measured by

generation number N, is into the upper left corner. Note the distinct clustering of the healthy tissue supplying networks along ν ≈ 2 and the tumor supplying networks

along ν > 2.

super-linear scaling as in (Azimzade et al., 2021). Here, we
present a perspective that connects variation in metabolic scaling
to variation in the geometric scaling of the tumor-supplying
vasculature. While the many proposed mechanisms of variation
in metabolic scaling offer complementary views of tumor growth
and heterogeneity, they can also inform possible reasons for
treatment failures.

Important benefits of simultaneous measurements are their
ability to test the robustness of models and measurable features
from experimental and clinical data. Although the two different
regression methods of measuring metabolic scaling exponents
in Equations (5) and (6) led to consistent results, both
measurements rely heavily on the maximum standard update
value (SUVmax) from the PET imaging. Despite the fact that
SUVmax will have little variation from differences in contouring,
it can still vary from effects such as machine variability, patient
physiology, and the partial volume effect. The latter of these
is quite significant for metabolic scaling studies as it precludes
many clinical PET imaging metrics from tumors smaller than
4 cm3. While important work is being done in the realm of
quantitative imaging biomarker discovery to standardize metrics

(see Sullivan et al., 2015), we comment here on two other metrics
of growing interest, total lesion activity (TLA) and glucose
metabolic rate (MRglu).

Recalling that TLA is the summed product of voxel volume
and SUVi, or TLA =

∑

i viSUVi, we argue caution should be
made in using TLA for examining metabolic scaling as it can
introduce potentially spurious super-linear scaling. To see this,
we highlight that if one calculates a volume-weighted average
of SUV as 〈SUV〉V =

∑

i viSUVi/
∑

i vi, the definition of TLA
appears in the numerator. Solving for TLA here results in, TLA =

V〈SUV〉V . Thus, in comparing TLA toMTV as candidate metrics
for a scaling phenomenon, a potential extra factor of volume
can appear that may bias inferred scaling exponents toward the
super-linear regime.

On the other hand, dynamic PET imaging may offer improved
resolution of scaling phenomenon. Work by Visser et al. (2008)
demonstrated that the combination of pharmacokinetic models
of glucose uptake and dynamic PET imagingmethods to measure
the tumor glucose metabolic rate (MRglu) result in systematic
reduction in estimates of tumor volume when compared to static
PET images. However, comparison of tumor volume estimates
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from both static and dynamic PET imaging to tumor volumes
measured after surgical resection show that both imaging metrics
under-predicted tumor volume by as much as 50% (Meijer
et al., 2017). Despite these varied differences, such work can
still be valuable for metabolic scaling studies as over- or under-
predicting tumor volume can be corrected as long as the
deviations are systematic.

4.1.2. Growth Trajectories
Interpretation of the value of the metabolic scaling exponent for
tumors is most easily done through the context of growthmodels.
Although the data considered in this study consists entirely
of single point-in-time measurements, the metabolic scaling
exponent can provide insight into tumor growth trajectories.
Metabolic scaling theory can be extended to model the growth
trajectory of an organ or organism using energetic partitioning.
Derivations and analyses of the following model can be found
in the literature (West et al., 2001; Guiot et al., 2006; Herman
et al., 2011). Here we summarize the main points of an energetic
tumor growth model, and in particular as it relates to the vascular
supply network.

The growth of tumor mass over time can be expressed in the
following differential equation,

dm

dt
=

B0mc

Ec
mθ −

Bc

Ec
m (7)

where mc is the mass of an individual cell, Ec is the
energetic cost of cellular division, Bc is the metabolic cost of
cellular maintenance, and B0 is the normalization constant for
the metabolic scaling allometry. Equation (7) is derived by
partitioning the total metabolic power available into two terms:
one for cellular growth and the other for the cost of cellular
maintenance. In Equation (7), the resulting growth term appears
on the left-hand-side, while the terms for total metabolism
minus the cost of maintenance appear on the right-hand-side.
Historically, Equation (7) is also known as the Bertalanffy-
Richards model of growth (Von Bertalanffy, 1957; Richards,
1959).

An important feature of Equation (7) is how the stability of
the equilibrium mass, meq, changes with respect to the metabolic
scaling exponent θ . For super-linear metabolic scaling, where
θ > 1, the equilibrium mass is an unstable fixed point.
Furthermore, if m < meq, the maintenance term in Equation (7)
dominates the behavior and the system converges to meq =

0, whereas if m > meq then the cost term is negligible, and
the tumor mass grows without bound. For linear metabolic
scaling, associated with laminar blood flow and where θ = 1,
Equation (7) reduces to that of exponential growth, with no stable
equilibrium. Finally, for sub-linear scaling, where θ < 1, the
equilibrium mass is a stable fixed point.

The combination of Equations (4) and (7) highlights how
patterns in vascular development during tumor angiogenesis
can determine a growth trajectory (this is in addition to the
histologically specific values of mc,Ec,Bc, and B0. In particular,
as a tumor neoplasm develops, it first exists in the linear
metabolic scaling regime with no equilibrium state and exhibits

runaway growth. Once the tumor begins secreting angiogenic
factors, new vasculature develops to supply the tumor with blood,
subsequently reshaping the local vascular branching geometry
and driving the tumor into the sub-linear metabolic scaling
regime with a stable equilibrium. Thus, in the context of
metabolic scaling theory, the geometric scaling of the tumor
vasculature can serve as a measurable bifurcation parameter of
the tumor growth trajectory.

The vascular-based tuning of growth demonstrates the
importance for future measurements of both metabolic
scaling exponents and tumor microenvironment variables
extracted from pathology samples and/or altogether new
metabolic radio-tracers to determine the overall tumor growth
trajectory (Momcilovic et al., 2019). These efforts are especially
important in understanding variation in tumor growth due to
differences in tumor histology (e.g., squamous cell carcinoma
and adenocarcinoma) and heterogeneity.

4.2. Vascular Morphogenesis
Our work in examining metabolic scaling in tumors relies heavily
on measurements of the pulmonary vascular-network that is
supplying the tumors with blood. We propose a procedure for
identifying the tumor-supplying vessels as those that penetrate
the segmented tumor contours, and a routine for identifying
the vascular tree in which these vessels are connected. We
subsequently demonstrate that these tumor-supplying vascular
trees exhibit markedly different radial scaling than the healthy
lung tissue-supplying vascular networks (Figure 6). These
differences have important connections to volumetric blood-
flow rates.

There are two potential physiological consequences for the
observed differences in radial scaling. Conservation of fluid flow
dictates that area increasing scaling will result in a slowing of
the blood flow from parent to child vessels across a bifurcation.
Large tumors will necessarily attach to large diameter vessels,
which diminishes the number of branching generations that
would normally be present to slow the flow of blood. Thus,
vessel widening may be viewed as a compensatory mechanism
to facilitate the slowing down of blood flow in the absence of a
sufficient number of branching generations.

The second consequence for increased radial scaling is
increasing the total blood volume delivered per unit time. This
is supported by the observed increase in volumetric scaling for
tumor-supplying vessels over healthy tissue-supplying vessels
(Figure 7 and Table 2). As a tumor grows it places an increasing
demand on nutrient supply in terms of blood volume. This can
be accomplished by increasing either the vessel length or vessel
radius. However, an increase in vessel length can only occur
through the process of growing wholly new vessels, or by pruning
existing vessels at a branch point, whereas increasing vessel radius
can be achieved in any existing vessel. Furthermore, as changes in
vessel volume are constant with respect to length and linear with
respect to radius, the benefit of increasing radius is two-fold. That
is, doubling the length only doubles the volume, but doubling the
radius will quadruple the volume.
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4.3. Metabolic Scaling in Avascular
Systems
Finally, this work highlights important opportunities for insights
and perspectives from cancer biology to inform ecology and
evolutionary biology. Although applications of metabolic scaling
in ecology and evolutionary biology permeate a myriad of
systems (e.g., food webs, predator-prey interactions, forrest
demography, and species-area distributions) a central hallmark
of metabolic scaling theory is the reliance on a well-defined
vascular network distributing resources. Thus, in systems absent
of resource distribution networks, deviations from metabolic
scaling predictions can be challenging to interpret.

The biological processes of tumor growth and angiogenesis
represent a unique opportunity to study metabolic scaling theory
beyond the vascular regime. Many conventional tumor growth
and angiogenesis models are cast as reaction-diffusion processes
that highlight different phenomena operating at different scales
(Hormuth et al., 2021). Cellular-scale models incorporate any
number of terms specific to cellular growth, death, interactions,
and importantly include cellular motion due to diffusion,
advection and chemical attraction (Frieboes et al., 2010). Tissue-
scale models balance the demands of fluid transport within
vascular networks, fluid flux through vessel walls, and interstitial
flow that links the embedding tissues with the supplying vessels
(Wu et al., 2020).

Metabolic scaling theory may serve to bridge these
phenomenological scales by linking geometric patterns of
tissue vasculature to the metabolic demands of cellular processes.
Alternatively, framing the cell and tissue scale processes in the
context of metabolic scaling theory may help to inform the
modeling of other biological systems conventional to ecology
and evolutionary biology. For example, models of cellular
diffusion bear much resemblance to those of species aggregation
and migration, and could inform recent efforts in landscape
disturbance ecology (Harte et al., 2021). Similarly, the interaction
between tumor driven angiogenesis and changes in the tumor
microenvironment may guide studies on the interaction between
environmental drivers and biomechanical limits to cellular
evolution (Malerba and Marshall, 2021).

4.4. Extensions and Limitations
Here we outline several extensions and limitations of this
work. These span: improvements in technical analyses and
model approaches; the focus of pulmonary arterial networks
over bronchial arterial networks; applications in tumor directed
chemotherapy, embolization, and malignancy determination;
and the general study of other cancers.

4.4.1. Small Lesions and Partial Volume Limitations
A challenge of the current study is the inability to accurately
apply metabolic scaling theory to the study of small lesions, here
defined as having a tumor volume less than 4 cm3. This is a
consequence of the partial volume effect, an imaging artifact in
which objects near the resolution limit may appear larger than
they actually are (Soret et al., 2007). The partial volume effect can
skew measurements of tumor and vessel volumes extracted from
CT imaging, in addition to metabolic measurements from PET

imaging. Important work has been done to quantify the size of the
partial volume effect in PET imaging by using imaging phantoms
(materials designed with known radioactivities) (Kinahan et al.,
2009), as well as to define analysis protocols to correct for the
partial volume effect based on background PET measurements
in the vicinity of a lesion (Salavati et al., 2017). Regarding
CT imaging, recent studies of variation in image acquisition
(dose and resolution) and reconstruction methods are providing
important insight into the source and nature of variation in lesion
detection and quantification (Lo et al., 2016). Finally, recent work
leveraging mathematical theorems of vessel shape and geometry
have identified systematic procedures for subsampling vessel
image data to resolutions beyond the imaging modality limit
(Brummer et al., 2021). Thus, while small lesions were omitted
from this work, future efforts have multiple avenues available for
their inclusion.

4.4.2. Horton-Strahler Corrections to Vascular

Branching Architecture
The biased differences between the PET-CT derived estimates for
the metabolic scaling exponents and the vascular based estimates
can be partially resolved with careful examination of the length
scale factors of the vascular networks. A common finding in
measuring length scale factors is the heavy-tailed structure of
their distributions (Newberry et al., 2015; Tekin et al., 2016;
Brummer et al., 2021). This results in large distributionmeans for
length scale factors (〈γ̄ 〉 > 1), which can subsequently increase
the estimate of the metabolic scaling exponent. A benefit of the
Horton-Strahler labeling scheme is that it systematically lowers
the estimates for length scaling and results in more biophysically
realistic estimates of the fractal dimension for the network
(Figure 4E and Table 2). Furthermore, we can approximate the
impact of the length scaling bias on estimates of the metabolic
scaling exponent by utilizing the Horton-Strahler length scale
factor and the fact that the vascular networks studied exhibit
radial symmetry.

An exact derivation of Equation (4) for the Horton-Strahler
topology remains elusive, primarily due to the challenges of
bridging the formalisms for asymmetrically branching networks.
However, our measurements show that the vascular systems
exhibit radial symmetry, 〈1β〉 ≈ 0 (see Figure 6 and Table 2).
Thus, the definition of the volume scale factor reduces to ν ≈

2β̄2γHS, where we have substituted γ̄ with γHS under a symmetric
approximation. Evaluating Equation (4) with this approximate
form of ν and values taken from Table 2 results in estimates of
the metabolic scaling exponent of θHS = 0.60 for ADCs and
θHS = 0.65 for SCCs, values that are intriguingly closer to those
extracted from the PET-CT allometric scaling measurements.
This suggests the HS topology may be a more appropriate
labeling scheme for these types of vasculature (Table 1).

4.4.3. Pulmonary vs. Bronchial (Systemic) Arterial

Networks
A unique feature of the lung is that it possesses a dual arterial
blood supply. The pulmonary arterial trees are responsible for
oxygenating the blood supply and dispelling byproducts of
systemic cellular respiration, while the bronchial (or systemic)
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arterial trees provide oxygenated blood specifically to lung
tissue for their own cellular respiration. This dual blood supply
feature of the lungs is also shared with lung tumors (Milne,
1967), and resolving the extent to which the different vascular
networks are involved in tumor initiation, growth, histology, and
metastasization is an active field of research (Nguyen-Kim et al.,
2015; Eldridge et al., 2016; Deng et al., 2020).

Importantly for this study, the diameters of the vessels in
the bronchial arterial tree are an order of magnitude smaller
than those found in the pulmonary arterial tree. This results
in many of the bronchial vessels not being detected in typical
clinical CT imaging devices and likely being absent from our
study. There exist methods to simultaneously measure both
pulmonary and bronchial arterial networks using carefully
designed perfusion CT imaging. However, these methods are
technologically demanding and require exceptionally large doses
of radiation to be given to patients, precluding their widespread
adoption (Yuan et al., 2012; Nguyen-Kim et al., 2015).

The absence of bronchial vascular networks from our
study may contribute to the observed difference between the
allometric-based and vascular-branching-based measurements
of metabolic scaling exponents (Table 1). The exact size of
the contribution of the bronchial networks to the total
tumor metabolism is not currently known. However, current
understanding suggests as tumors increase in size they begin to
undergo hypoxia internally and subsequently develop necrotic
cores. As a result, vessel recruitment through either angiogenesis
or cooption of the pulmonary arterial vessels can occur at the
tumor boundary to facilitate an increase in tumor blood supply.
Thus, we presume that by focusing this study to larger tumors
of clinical staging II-IV, the reliance on bronchial arterial supply
is minimized.

4.4.4. Tumor Directed Therapies and Embolization
Tumor directed therapies—ones that try to localize treatment
more to the local tumor and not the whole body—may
be greatly informed by distinguishing between bronchial and
pulmonary tumor vascular supply, providing a major motivator
for future studies in that direction. Expansive knowledge
of the vascular supply to hepatic tumors has led to a
multitude of standard treatment options that combine vascular
embolization with any of radio-, chemo-, or immunotherapy
(Erinjeri et al., 2019). These methods provide localized tumor
directed treatment and alleviate many of the complicating
side-effects associated with systemic (whole-body) approaches
or surgical intervention. In the treatment of lung cancer,
transpulmonary chemoembolization has proven successful as
an interventional technique, yet has questionable impact
on overall patient survival (Lindemayr et al., 2007; Vogl
et al., 2013). We propose our framework of coupling tumor
vascular supply to tumor metabolism as a method for
screening for patients that are likely to respond to tumor
directed therapies. Specifically, tumors whose vascular supply
is dominated by the pulmonary arterial vasculature may be
good candidates for these therapies as the likelihood of
treatment escape through the bronchial arterial supply should
be minimal.

4.4.5. Malignancy Determination in Lung Cancer
The methods and results presented here have potential to serve
as biomarkers of tumor malignancy. Previous work by others
has demonstrated the ability of blood vessel branching metrics
to serve as indicators of tumor malignancy. In a radiomics-
inspired study, blood vessel volume was identified as an imaging
biomarker that could distinguish between adenocarcinomas
and granulomas in the networks supplying and surrounding
the nodules (Alilou et al., 2018). Blood vessel volume would
be most directly related to our volumetric scale factor, ν,
which we found to indicate significant differences between
blood vessel networks supplying healthy and tumor burdened
lungs (Table 2). Furthermore, another study identified blood
vessel diameter as being indicative of malignant vs. benign
classification in a patient cohort with comorbidities of chronic
obstructive pulmonary disorder (e.g., emphysema) (Wang et al.,
2017). Blood vessel diameter constitutes our radial average and
difference scale factors, β̄ and 1γ , which also demonstrated
significant differences between healthy and tumor burdened
pulmonary vessels (Table 2). Finally, our measurements of vessel
length scaling, specifically the average length scale factor, γ̄ ,
and the Horton-Strahler length scale factor, γHS, identified
modest differences between adenocarcinomas and squamous cell
carcinomas, suggesting that histologically-based differences in
tumor-supplying vasculature may exist (Table 2). These results
motivate future work to better quantify the diagnostic potential
of blood vessel biomarkers both for malignancy determination
and histological stratification.

4.4.6. General Study of Other Cancers
While this work focused on the application of metabolic
scaling theory to the study of non-small cell lung carcinoma
and PET-CT imaging, it should be applicable to other
cancers and imaging modalities. Recent work by Pérez-García
et al. (2020) has demonstrated the existence of metabolic
allometries in brain, lung, breast, rectal, and head and neck
cancers. The challenge that persists is accurate segmentation
of the supplying vasculature, and more so, the vasculature
that comprises the tumor itself. This is a challenge at the
intersection of imaging modality and computer vision. We
chose to focus on the lung in order to minimize the
presence of background tissue that may complicate accurate
vessel segmentation using high dose CT. However, ongoing
efforts that utilize vessel segmentation to guide therapeutic
interventions and track treatment response in liver and breast
cancer using diffusion-weighted contrast-enhanced magnetic
resonance imaging (see Marčan et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2020)
may benefit from metabolic scaling theory, or even contribute
to its development. In fact, the highly vascularized nature of
liver tumors offers a unique opportunity to test the assumption
that tumor-supplying vessels are a sufficient proxy for tumor-
comprising vessels.

5. CONCLUSION

We present a first-of-its-kind test of metabolic scaling theory.
Leveraging clinical PET-CT imaging across a cohort of patients,
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and computer vision methods to extract pulmonary vascular
segmentation, we simultaneously measure metabolic scaling
exponents from allometric regressions on tumor metabolism and
mass as well as geometric models of the vascular branching
architecture. The consistency of these measurements supports
the framework of metabolic scaling theory, and introduces
new opportunities for imaging biomarkers in the detection,
diagnostics, and tracking of non-small cell lung carcinoma.
Specifically, we find that the pulmonary vascular networks
that supply tumors with blood exhibit area-increasing radial
scaling with essential physiological consequences. This scaling
facilitates a slowing of blood flow and an increase in total
blood volume delivered. In combination with measurements of
tumor cell proliferation from histological studies, these vascular
imaging features can be utilized for the prediction of tumor
growth. Additionally, this work highlights unique opportunities
to further develop and test themetabolic scaling theory of ecology
in avascular systems.
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